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Appreciating Faith And Culture In An Age Of Scientific Reasoning.  
On Constructive-Critical Realism 
 
„Faith and reason are like two wings on which the 
human spirit rises to the contemplation of truth.“ 1 
1. The Common Search For Truth 
Theology does not always regard the development of science as relevant for its 
argumentation. Yet outside the walls of church communities, scientific –especially 
evolutionary – thinking dominates the everyday philosophies of many people. Also for the 
scientists themselves, science is often thought to be more than just a technical approach to 
establish empirical observations that work. Although interpretations may vary, what generally 
is at stake since the case of Galilei is the question of truth, of revealing the way the world we 
live in really is. Should not at least a theology of creation regard what science finds out about 
this world? 
On the one hand it may make sense, to think theology through based on what it can learn 
from science. The so-called “science and religion” discourse attempts at that. One the other 
hand, one must show why faith and culture are still relevant in a world dominated by 
scientific reasoning. I am convinced, this second aspect is not sufficiently covered by how the 
science and religion discourse is mostly performed in theology until today. Faith does play a 
crucial role, but culture not so much. 
For instance, former professor of particle physics (and later Anglican priest) John 
Polkinghorne speaks of both science and theology as truth-seeking communities. From a 
philosophical point of view, this presents a metaphysical interpretation of science as a 
verisimilitudinous endeavor, approaching the one world`s reality with our scientific efforts. If 
we do assume for the moment the underlying scientific realism as adequate, we must ask the 
base question of the modern science and religion discourse, if one can compare the domains 
of science and theology at all. We will hence reconstruct in the following sections the history 
and assumptions of this discourse to understand its achievements, but also to analyze its 
shortcomings in theology until today.  
2. The Idea Of A Critical Realism 
Highly influential for this discourse was a statement from Alfred North Whitehead, the 
Harvard philosopher who wrote in Religion in the Making:  
‘‘The dogmas of religion are the attempts to formulate in precise terms the truths 
disclosed in the religious experience of mankind. In exactly the same way, the dogmas 
of physical science are the attempts to formulate in precise terms the truths disclosed 
in the sense–perception of mankind.’’ 2 
With this surprising parallelism, he inspired not only John Polkinghorne, but also the pioneer 
of the modern science and religion discourse, Ian G. Barbour, to advocate the same 
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epistemology in both science and religion, an approach called critical realism, allowing “for 
the role of both subject and object in knowledge. “3 In his Issues in Science and Religion 
(1966), Barbour assumes science to be located more at the objective end of the spectrum of 
knowledge, while religion is imagined to be more at its subjective end. For Barbour, there is 
always a subjective and an objective component involved. “Both scientific and religious 
language are realistic and referential in intent”, 4 as Barbour reflects Whitehead’s keen 
statement. Both do perform truth claims.5 
And both contain an element of faith. Besides Whitehead, both Barbour and Polkinghorne 
make much use of a chemist turned philosopher-of-science named Michael Polanyi. In his 
analysis of how science works, he also questioned positivism. He was convinced that personal 
knowledge6 is involved in the scientific process, even that faith played a key role; not so much 
the faith of the church, but the fiduciary capacity of researchers to follow their visions. 
Nevertheless, he went so far to describe this capacity with the church father’s motto “faith 
seeking understanding”.7 The claim for comparability or for a parallel process of knowing in 
science and religion/theology is better understood with such a conviction in mind. The idea of 
a critical realism in both science and religion/theology relies much on Whitehead’s and 
Polanyi’s philosophical considerations. 
3. Common Ground Or Separate Territories? 
Responding to Paul Tillich’s theology, Michael Polanyi spoke of the “common ground” of 
science and religion. “I believe that our knowledge of nature yet has a bearing on our religious 
beliefs: that, indeed, some aspects of nature offer us a common ground with religion.”8 As 
being said, the common necessity of faith, the participation of the knower in all processes of 
knowledge, was his claim and creed. 
Usually, and in contrast to Polanyi’s point of view, science and religion are often regarded as 
separate endeavors, as prominently presented by Steven J. Gould’s NOMA approach, for 
instance.9 There are reasons for it. History proved that earlier attempts to grant God the glory 
to act as a cause within the fabric of the world, for instance Newton’s idea of a Divine Hand, 
“which held the planets on course against the gravitational pull of the sun despite frictional 
loss”,10 later had to be discarded.  Immanuel Kant therefore already wisely avoids 
interference by God with nature by praising God as the giver and preserver of the order of the 
very laws of nature.11 Theologically, Dietrich Bonhoeffer later equally pointed out the 
problem of the concept of a God of the Gaps.12 There are indeed many reasons to keep this 
separation between science and religion in mind. 
Not so much, because the two domains are fighting with each other. Disregarding for the 
time being the loudly voiced and sociologically interesting, but not very representative13 
views of creationists on the one side and science ideologists on the other side, the popular 
idea of a modern conflict between science and religion14 is a myth. It may even present a 
result of the modern conceptualization of these terms, as historian of science Peter Harrison 
suggests. Science and religion “are neither universal propensities of human beings nor 
necessary features of human societies. Rather they are ways of conceptualizing certain 
human activities – ways that are peculiar to modern Western culture, and which have arisen 
as a consequence of unique historical circumstances.”15 Were the question of the relationship 
between science and religion put to Thomas Aquinas, for instance, “There would then have 
been no question of conflict or agreement between science and religion because they were 
not the kinds of things that admitted those sorts of relations.”16 Is also assuming “common 
ground” too far-fetched, then? 
For more theological than philosophical reasons, also the influential modern “church father” 
Karl Barth imagined a separation of the disciplines, marked with the famous words:  
“There is free scope for natural science beyond what theology describes as the work 
of the Creator. And theology can and must move freely where science which really is 
science, and not secretly a … religion, has its appointed limit.“17  
It is therefore historically, philosophically and theologically quite adequate to hold this 
separation in mind. 
4. Why Should And How Could Theology Deal With Science? 
Why, then, argue for an involvement of theology with science?  I believe it of utmost 
importance in times of “two cultures” (C.P. Snow) to take care of their interaction, if we 
believe this one world we live in to have been created by one God. Faithful believers and 
informed philosophers alike are aware that the separation to some degree is something 
artificial, a human construction imposed on one world, which may on the one hand serve the 
purpose of furthering departmental in-depth-research, with the cost, on the other hand, of 
losing the greater picture of our reality out of sight. 
Thomas F. Torrance, who later edited the English translation of Karl Barth’s Church 
Dogmatics, was a despiser of such a dualism. Regard in his following statement, while being 
similar to Barth’s quote, one important difference to Barth: 
“Science only informs us what light is thrown upon reality by the empirical observation 
of the facts of external nature. When science claims that this is all that can be said, it is 
no longer science but the species of philosophical theory called naturalism.”18 
The difference lies in the idea of a common reality overarching both science and religion. 
Later, Torrance elaborated his ideas. In his seminal work Theological Science, and inspired by 
German physicist Günter Howe’s embrace of Barth’s theology, Torrance developed a crucial 
idea of Barth, the concept of the Sachgemässheit.19 Barth had emphasized that theology must 
follow its proper logic, reflecting on the rationality of its particular object of study, the gospel 
alone. Thomas Torrance generalized this: every scientific discipline must follow its proper 
logic, as every object can only be known with a method in accordance to its object. One could 
hence argue that different scientific disciplines employ different rationalities;20 former 
physicist Polkinghorne even called Torrance’s idea “congenial to the scientific mind”.21  
For Torrance, following Augustin, theology requires belief as the right “method” to 
understand it,22 and hence Michael Polanyi’s conviction that belief is an essential component 
of any scientific knowing, echoed strongly with him. Even Einstein (Torrance’s “scientific 
hero”, says Polkinghorne), who disliked the idea of a personal God and who advocated in 
general an is/ought divide between science and religion,23 famously claimed: “science without 
religion is lame, religion without science is blind”, because “science can only be created by 
those who are thoroughly imbued with the aspiration towards truth and understanding”, 
which would stem from religion.24 And Einstein also spoke, like Polanyi, of a “profound faith” 
of scientists, in the rationality of the world. 
5. Ian G. Barbour’s Insight And What He Did Not See 
Similar to the reciprocity Einstein envisioned, Werner Arber, Nobel Laureate and previous 
President of the Papal Academy of Sciences, is „convinced that scientific knowledge and faith 
are complementary elements in our orientational knowledge and should remain so.“25 Like 
here, orientation is usually linked to the domain of the humanities and especially of religion. 
That ethical decisions should be scientifically well informed seems obvious to me. Religion 
without science is blind indeed. 
Is the relation between science and religion then really a complementary one, as Arber puts it, 
or are science and religion even parallel endeavours regarding their method, as Whitehead 
had postulated? The previously mentioned Ian Barbour once also took a complementary 
stance regarding their relation. He changed his mind, however, because he saw a certain risk 
with this approach to restrict the religious approach to science to ethical considerations. In his 
Issues in Science and Religion, he regarded science and religion viewed as “complementary 
languages” still “a valid starting point”, pointing out, however, “that we cannot stop with an 
absolute separation of spheres” and “that there are significant possibilities for dialogue”.26 
His assumptions were at first significant parallels in methods of science and religion, which 
are better understandable if one keep’s Polanyi’s and Whitehead’s (and maybe also 
Einstein’s) remarks in mind. Second, the idea of “one world” – that is an integrated worldview 
– is essential for such deliberations. The program he hence advocated became known as the 
mentioned “critical realism” and dominated the Anglo-American science and religion 
discourse for several decades. 
Now, although I think Ian Barbour has much in favor of his thesis and made a tremendous 
contribution being something like the founding father of the 20th century discourse between 
science and religion, and hence helped saving the role of faith in our scientific culture, I am 
convinced he overlooked something very important: the distinct role of the humanities. 
Culture itself as a realm of its own is missing. Also, is theology normally not perceived as part 
of the humanities, at least more than part of science? I believe theology is somewhat 
diminished if reduced to a Barbour-type critical realist concept only. Although one may even 
make good use of some sort of “critical realism” to describe Karl Barth’s theology,27 I am 
convinced the concept needs at least to be qualified further to avoid some sort of unwanted 
physicalist shortcomings. 
6. Surprising Support For Critical Realism 
The president of the Papal Academy of the Social Sciences, Margaret Archer, is a critical 
realist as well. This may surprise us, the remarks concerning the shortcomings of critical 
realism regarding the humanities provided. The irritation may fade away the moment one 
realizes that it was a modern social philosopher, Roy Bhaskar, who advocated another version 
of “critical realism”.28 Diverging from other critical realisms, the term was not coined by him, 
but applied to his philosophy by others, as a merger of “transcendental realism” and “critical 
naturalism”. “Such a naturalism holds that it is possible to give an account of science under 
which the proper and more less specific methods of both the natural and social sciences fall; 
but it does not deny that there are significant differences in these methods, grounded in real 
differences in their subject matters and in the relationships in which their sciences stand to 
them.’’29  
While Ian Barbour endorsed a thesis of a continuous spectrum between more subjective 
humanities and more objective natural sciences,30 followers of the hermeneutical tradition 
(like Bhaskar) are “correct to point out that the social sciences deal with a pre-interpreted 
reality”. “To put it crudely, the human sciences stand, at least in part, to their subject matter 
in a subject–subject (or concept–concept) relationship, rather than simply a subject– object 
(or concept–thing) one.’’31 Even if one takes a hermeneutical approach to science,32 there is 
sort of a double hermeneutics here at stake, so to say.  
Bhaskar’s philosophy also inherits from this hermeneutical tradition the idea that ‘‘it is the 
nature of the object that determines the form of its possible science’.’33 Torrance’s and 
Bhaskar’s thoughts seem to converge on this point, as noticed by Oxford theologian Alister E. 
McGrath.34 
7. A Constructive Proposal: Constructive-Critical Realism 
I now want to propose an epistemological approach that is aware of the differences between 
science and humanities which I mentioned. While Barbour’s critical realism accounts for the 
similarities between the methods of science and religion, it does not take sufficiently into 
account the differences between the two, which I would like to emphasize with Bhaskar’s 
interpretation of critical realism. To distinguish this approach from plain critical realism à la 
Barbour, I propose an extension of the term to “constructive-critical realism”. 
 
This proposal could also help framing a decade-old discussion, the one between realism and 
constructivism. My idea is that maybe to some degree both are right in their emphasis 
regarding their respective domains, which in my imagination are the natural sciences for 
realism and the cultural sciences for constructivism. Of course, I suppose neither a naïve nor 
an uncritical interpretation of these epistemological stances. With a constructive-critical 
realism I want to grant both constructivism and critical realism their due rights, while sticking 
to a modified idea of realism.  
 
First, why realism? For me, the realist’s “desk-thumping, foot-stamping shout of ‘really!’”35 is 
indeed “not meaningless, but does make deep sense, because without this ever daring leap of 
faith, no knowledge nor understanding could ever be achieved.”36 Truth claims do make 
sense to me. Second, we may not forget that these are truth claims. If there is always a 
personal element of faith in any science, for the natural sciences, a mostly critical view of the 
personal involvement in the process of science may justifiably dominate, because according 
to inter-subjective agreement and commitment, the object of study is the impersonal world. 
Polanyi’s “post-critical” philosophy,37 however, wanted more than that, I am convinced. 
Thirdly, especially in cultural sciences, the degree of personal involvement is too deep to call 
it simply a ‘‘critical’’ element. Already the ‘‘subjective’’ character of the object of inquiry 
demands a higher evaluation of the subject in the process of knowledge. Also, constructivism 
is right to point out that our subjective reality constructions vary in significant ways, which is 
of the essence, because it is these cultural reality constructions which are the object of study.  
The ‘‘critical’’ view of the personal element as a self-critical enterprise with universal intent 
may dominate in the process of the natural sciences; the ‘‘constructive’’ view of the personal 
element may dominate in the process of cultural sciences.38 Hence, we need to safeguard 
these differences with a more differentiated and less ambiguous term than plain critical 
realism: “constructive-critical realism” is proposed here. 
8. Realism And Constructivism About Truth 
What is truth? Different theories of truth compete. The classical realist and common-sense 
position is the correspondence view of truth: that “a proposition is true if it corresponds to 
reality”.39 When it rains, it is true to say so. Science today is, however, a much more 
complicated endeavor. Not everything can be directly observed; often access to reality is 
indirect. Hence Ian Barbour’s critical realist theory of truth tries to grant also other theories of 
truth their due weight, the coherence and pragmatic views. This allows more criteria to assess 
scientific theories than only via agreement with data, that is, also their coherence, scope and 
fertility (the theory’s promises as a future research program) play a role.  
Barbour also shows himself quite aware of Thomas Kuhn’s insights regarding the paradigm-
dependence of research (which was inter alia inspired by Michael Polanyi40). Kuhn’s ideas 
come close to those employed by constructivists. “In the constructivist way of thinking, the 
concept of viability in the domain of experience, takes the place of the traditional 
philosopher’s concept of Truth, that was to indicate a ‘correct’ representation of reality.”41 
Something seems viable if it simply fits the purposive or descriptive contexts in which we use 
it. Hence, radical constructivism focuses on the subject in the process of knowing. It “is a way 
of thinking about knowing and the act of knowing”42 and follows two basic principles: 
• “knowledge is not passively received but built up by the cognizing subject; 
• The function of cognition is adaptive and serves the organization of the experiential 
world, not the discovery of ontological reality.”43  
Now, if we recall Michael Polanyi’s insights, already critical realists are aware of the 
“constructive role of the subject”,44 although in my view they often do not distinguish 
sufficiently between the fields of study. The first constructivist principle they can nevertheless 
agree on, and regarding the second principle: is constructivism’s negative statement 
concerning “discovering reality” really justified? How do constructivists know that our 
organization of the experiential world does not match the world out there? Sure, everybody’s 
construction of reality may be slightly different. But maybe there is enough to agree on to 
assume such an ontological reality. Also, even radical constructivists are empirical realists.45  
Viewed in this way, the denial of discovery may be itself a non-empirical and unnecessary 
metaphysical commitment. Still, I think constructivists are quite right in two regards: 1) every 
individual world construction may indeed differ and will differ from another person’s point of 
view. 2) Scientific realism is itself a belief, although I would say it is one that works, because to 
some degree it partially corresponds to the reality of the world, of which we are part. 
9. The Cultural Dimension Of Constructive-Critical Realism  
Whatever we discover in research, we also change. What is true for the miniscule scales of 
the quantum world, is also true for the mesocosmic world we relate to. Realism is a very 
appropriate stance to remind us of this entanglement of humankind with nature. Philip 
Hefner’s idea of humans as “created co-creators” wants to express a similar thought, and 
additionally it elucidates the reality of culture. “It ‘refers to the emergence of a creature, 
Homo sapiens, (1) who on the one hand is thoroughly a creature of nature and its processes 
of evolution—hence the term created—and (2) who at the same time is created by those very 
processes as a creature of freedom.’ Freedom is meant here to describe the condition of 
existence in which humans unavoidably face the necessity both of making choices that govern 
their behavior and of constructing stories that contextualize and hence justify their choices: 
creating culture.”46 
We need to integrate this insight of another famous proponent of the science and religion 
discourse into our epistemological approach. Biblically speaking, culture can be portrayed as 
an essential element of creation; man’s making of the tent of the covenant mirrors God’s 
making of the world (cf. Gen 1 with Ex 24ss).47 By means of culture, human beings take part in 
the world’s continuous creation. According to the constructive-critical realism proposed here, 
it is humankind’s mission and purpose to shape nature in creative and responsible 
participation in God’s creation and with the means of culture toward increasing realization of 
freedom in relationship (which is love). 
In the spirit of love, we also feel easier to admit that the truth is with God, and we do not own 
the truth. Not presuming to be like God and to know the truth in my eyes is “the beginning of 
wisdom” (Ps 111:10). We humans must be aware that we are never grasping the whole story 
of what is going on, cannot employ a god’s-eye view and hence the fragmentary character of 
our perception needs to be clear and conscious, while we are responsible to the whole of 
reality,48 acknowledging that “we are men, not God; we are responsible for making choices 
between greater and lesser evils.” 49 What we can do, are motivated truth claims, and I am 
convinced our constructive role in them is better expressed by a constructive-critical realist 
stance. Even more, most important is if we live up to our truth claims and validate them by 
our lives. Creating a culture of love, we can be of use to heal the world, I am convinced. 
Also in the process of science (and in its application as well), cultural construction carrying 
ethical decisions is taking place. If we admit with critical realism that the subject plays a 
substantial role in any research, this also means that values are of importance here as well. 
The ideal value-freeness of research is only one (highly important) value amongst others.  A 
participatory epistemology like ours, however, demonstrates the need for ethical 
commitment in science and technology and all other aspects of culture as well. Ian Barbour 
was a pioneer in these regards, too,50 but in my view his epistemic considerations on critical 
realism unfortunately did not integrate this aspect sufficiently. I am convinced, epistemology 
and ethics need to be merged when dealing with our future on Earth. 
10. What Does This All Mean For Believers? 
How, finally, should theology and the church relate to “constructive-critical realism”? The 
adequacy of a critical realism for theological research as a parallel to scientific realism has 
prominently been doubted.51 Nevertheless, as the Creator of all reality is prior to all human 
knowledge, I believe realism in general to be a good start for theology, too. I think it is indeed 
a reward of the science and theology debate to show that also theology has a rationality, one 
of its own, which incorporates impersonal, personal and transpersonal elements. “Therefore, 
to ‘re-search’ God, one needs to regard both elements presented, the constructive and the 
critical one. Where it comes to knowledge, one has to recall critically God’s transcendence 
and the sin separating us from God.” His ways may be us hidden to us as the subtleties of the 
quantum world. Also, “we have to discern our own projections of God (resulting from our 
wish to be like God) from his self-revelation. This is where Feuerbach is right.”  I must say, in 
my experience unfortunately exactly those that consider themselves the most pious ones are 
especially endangered to conflate their interpretation of the Bible with God’s Word itself. 
Also, in congregational or denominational conflicts and policies, we have to recall that our 
fundamental assumptions are believes of a certain certitude, yet no secure knowledge; this, 
the idea of a critical realism does point out, but a constructive-critical realism (emphasizing 
the role of culture in our knowing) even more so. It adds the insight that our divergent creeds 
and congregational rules are cultural constructions from our individual or communal 
perspective, and only a share of the truth we strife for. 
Besides, the constructive element adds something even more important: “where it comes to 
deeds, we are asked to cooperate constructively with God according to his revealed will, 
making his immanence present all through the world.”52 The proof for theological 
contemplations therefore lies not in our confessions nor correspondence claims, but in our 
truthful actions. Again, what is truth? For Christians, Christ is “the way, and the truth and the 
life” (John 14:6). I would say this truth is about the belief in a certain way of life, validating the 
Divine love with our lives. We need not worry how we could ever know the truth. A truthful 
live can be our answer. “Console thyself, thou wouldst not seek Me, if thou hadst not found 
Me.”53 Though the Christian experiment’s proof demands a participatory involvement with 
Christ as the object of one’s search, one must acknowledge that this object is a subject, the 
Divine Other who himself grants us the opportunity to get known to him. God is love, and the 
highest commandment is the twin commandment of love, not hateful self-righteousness. We 
shall love, know and take care of our corner of the cosmos as we are known and loved by him 
who created everything, and ourselves in his image. Of this, I am certain. 
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